Zenreach Engage

Know your customers. Grow your business.
Retailers get to know their customers by name and recognize them when they come
through the door. But the personal connection often gets lost when they use digital
tools like email and Facebook to promote their business.
Zenreach helps brick-and-mortar businesses know their customers better and grow
sales by connecting real-world behavior with online experiences. Our WiFi marketing
platform lets you automatically track customer visits, build rich customer profiles, and
deliver targeted ads and emails.
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Customer data platform
Online businesses use a digital cookie
to record customer visits and build
rich profiles. Zenreach uses your
WiFi hotspot in the same way to help
you know your customers better. It
automatically records visits, validates
contact info and adds demographic
details.

A little ‘thanks’ from your
friends at Café Atomique

ZENREACH

Samantha Foster,
a repeat customer,
just walked in!
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Online businesses use a digital cookie
to record customer visits and build
rich profiles. Zenreach uses your
WiFi hotspot in the same way to help
you know your customers better. It
automatically records visits, validates
contact info, and adds demographic
details.
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Hey Tara, Thanks for stopping by our
humble café this afternoon. We hope
you enjoyed your visit!
You’re now the newest member of our
eClub! You’ll be the first to know
about special events.
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“We added 150,000 new guest emails to our
database within the past year simply by activating
Zenreach on top of our guest WiFi.”
Average per day: 51

By Customer Type
New
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—Danielle Guzzetta, Anthony’s Coal Fired Pizza
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Deep insights
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Walk-Through Rate

We’re happy to see
you again!
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Café Atomique
to: me

The Zenreach platform provides detailed
analytics to help drive more customers into
your business. You’ll know who’s coming
in, what they’re like, and how often they’re
visiting. These insights allow you to create
highly-targeted messaging that drives
measurable results.

Samantha Foster, 33

4 May

Repeat Customer
Happy Hour

Local

Brunch Crowd

First Time

Location:

Repeat
Hey again, Tara! Great to see you
today. How was your Café Atomique
experience?
Give Feedback

Loyal
Lost

Denver, Colorado

Last Visit:

July 20, 2018

First Visit:

December 7, 2012

Gender:

Female

For example, you can reward frequent
visitors, welcome first-time guests, and pull
back lost customers. All of this happens
automatically with our proprietary Smart
Emails. You’ll also know what works and what
doesn’t because Zenreach’s Walk-Through
Rate™ tracks the most important metric of
all: how many customers actually walk in
the door as a result of seeing a piece of your
online marketing.

“The ease of contact collection and targeted
messaging frees up time to run our bowling
operations with my full attention.”
—Zack Carrie, Pinheads

Reputation management
Nowadays, every customer’s
smartphone is a megaphone. Good
experiences can boost sales, and bad
experiences can haunt a business for
months. Zenreach helps merchants
stay on top of customer satisfaction and
enhance their online reputation.
Simple satisfaction check-ins triggered
by guest visits keep you in touch
with their experiences. Issues can be
remedied before they become bad
reviews, while positive sentiments can
be channeled to influential review sites
and amplified. Real-time notifications
keep you tapped into customer
experience every minute of the day.
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Customer Behavior
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We’re glad you could join us
last night! How was your visit?
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Visit Duration

Busiest Times

46m

Sat, 8pm

A great time! Everything was delicious and your staff was very friendly.
The only problem was that you
seemed to be out of some items.

“The customer demographics Zenreach provides
helps our managers and marketing team better
understand our customer and their needs.”
—Ryan Gac, 4EG

COVID-19 resources
Zenreach has created a resource hub to help guide businesses through
the novel coronavirus pandemic. It features blog posts, white papers, and
recorded webinars on a variety of topics related to successfully managing
your business during these challenging times. Check out the resource hub at
zenreach.com/covid-19/.
Contact your sales representative and we’ll help you start connecting with
the real people visiting your business, no matter how busy you are.

